Abstract. In this paper, we establish a new randomized algorithm named Sparse Frequent Directions (SpFD) for low-rank approximation problems. It combines techniques of frequent directions (FD) and sparse subspace embedding (SpEmb). Given a matrix A ∈ R n×d (n ≥ d) and let A k denote the best rank-k approximation of A. Our algorithm is able to find a sketch B ∈ R ×d with = O(k/(εδ)), and a matrix V ∈ R d× formed by the right singular vectors of B, such that with probability at least 1 − δ,
1. Introduction. Given an input matrix A ∈ R n×d (n ≥ d) and a rank parameter k, a low-rank approximation problem is to find a matrixÃ k ∈ R n×d of rank-k to approximate the original matrix A. Lowrank approximation is a major topic in scientific computing and it is an essential tool in many application areas, including principal component analysis [31, 46] , data compression [38, 28] , face recognition [41, 37] , spectral clustering [49, 14] , numerical PDEs [9, 58] and etc.
The best low-rank approximation can be obtained through singular value decomposition (SVD) [22] . Other deterministic methods including rank revealing decompositions based on QR [8, 27] , LU [44, 26] or two-sided orthogonal (UTV) factorizations [23, 30] can also be applied in solving low-rank approximation problems. However, with the rapid growth on data dimension, these traditional and deterministic methods are expensive and inefficient [38] . For a matrix A ∈ R n×d (n ≥ d), SVD computation requires O(nd 2 ) time which is unfit for large n and d. Many randomized algorithms have been developed targetting at this large dimension issue. The idea of a randomized algorithm is to trade accuracy with efficiency. A good randomized algorithm tends to have high accuracy with low running time. There are three commonly used randomization techniques which can be easily employed in solving low-rank approximation problems. The first is entry-wise sparsification [21, 32, 1] , which generates a sparser version of the input matrix. The second is random sampling, which finds a small subset of rows or columns based on a pre-defined probability distribution. This is known as the column subset selection problem [4, 6] and it can also be extended to a CUR decomposition problem [19, 39] . Possible techniques include subspace sampling [18] , norm sampling [16, 29, 17] and adaptive sampling [55, 13] . The third is random projection and it combines rows or columns together to produce a small sketch [36, 48] . Possible techniques include subsampled randomized Hadamard transform [51, 57, 20, 5] , sparse subspace embedding (SpEmb) [10, 40, 43, 56] , Gaussian projection [11] and subspace iterations [28, 26, 42] and the fast Johnson-Lindenstrass transform [2] . Among them, SpEmb respects the sparsity of the input matrix, easy to implement and achieves similar error bound with the lowest running time.
Besides randomized algorithms, another approach to obtain a sketch of a matrix is through frequent directions [35, 25] . It is motivated by the idea of frequent items in item frequency approximation problem. This algorithm requires the sketch size to be linear on the rank approximated to reach the error bound in (2.4) . It gives a more accurate result compared to most randomized algorithms which require the sketch size to be superlinear on the rank approximated. But it experiences high computational cost. A variation on FD has been developed by exploiting the sparsity of the input matrix [24] . It introduces a lower bound on the number of nonzero entries used in each iteration. This idea is data oriented and particularly designed for highly sparse matrices. Several other extensions of FD have been proposed [12] to link with incremental SVD [7, 47] . An additional point about FD is that besides producing the sketch, it also returns a matrix consisting of its right singular vectors during the process. This is useful for low-rank approximation which we will talk about in section 2.
Is there any method that achieves high accuracy comparable to FD and low cost comparable to SpEmb? In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm SpFD which provides an answer to this question. It leverages the advantages of FD and SpEmb and at the same time mitigates their limitations. SpFD performs a variation of FD by sending more information to each iteration which makes the SVD computation in each iteration more valuable and accurate. In the meanwhile, it can be seen as performing SpEmb on the input matrix to obtain an intermediate sketch, then applying FD on the sketch which reduces the number of iterations required. SpFD preserves the high accuracy of FD with the sketch size required to reach a good error bound similar to FD, linear on the rank approximated; it also reduces the computation cost substantially by cutting down the number of iterations in FD and exploiting the sparsity of the input matrix.
Organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review some related work on low-rank approximation, sparse subspace embedding and frequent directions. They provide the foundation and motivation in developing our main algorithm. Then we introduce our main algorithm SpFD with intuition and theoretical analysis in section 3. In section 4, we evaluate the performance of SpFD in comparison with frequent directions method and three commonly used randomized algorithms including sparse subspace embedding on both synthetic and real-world datasets. Finally, in section 5, we provide a short conclusion.
Notations. Throughout this paper, we assume the input data matrix is of large dimension and the sketch size is smaller than both n and d. For a matrix A, we let A (i) , A (j) and A ij denote the ith row, jth column and the (i, j)-th entry of A, respectively; A F and A 2 denote the Frobenius norm and spectral norm of A, respectively; and nnz(A) denote the number of nonzero entries in A. Let I n denote the identity matrix of size n × n. We use [·], · and · to represent the operations of rounding to, rounding up and rounding down to the nearest integer, respectively; and use a = (1 ± ε)b to denote (1 − ε)b ≤ a ≤ (1 + ε)b for positive scalars a, b and ε ∈ (0, 1). Let δ st denote the Kronecker delta, i.e., a function that equals 1 if s = t and 0 otherwise. Finally, P, E are utilized to denote probability and expectation, respectively.
2. Related Work.
2.1. Low-Rank Approximation. Given an input matrix A ∈ R n×d , let A = U ΣV T be the singular value decomposition of A, where the singular values of A are arranged in a non-increasing order in Σ. By the Eckart-Young-Mirsky theorem, the best rank-k approximation for both Frobenius norm and spectral norm is
k×k consists of the top k singular values in its diagonal entries, U k ∈ R n×k and V k ∈ R d×k consist of the k left and k right singular vectors of A which correspond to the top k singular values, respectively. As mentioned in section 1, exact methods are not efficient for high dimensional datasets. For randomized algorithms and frequent directions methods, they aim to find a low-rank approximationÃ k
To constructÃ k , the first step is to produce a sketch of the input matrix. For both random sampling and random projection, this step could be formulated as premultiplying a sketch matrix S ∈ R ×n to A with sketch size n. In particular, for Gaussian projection, S is a Gaussian random matrix, i.e., each entry is an independent Gaussian random variable with mean zero and variance one; for uniform sampling, S consists of rows uniformly selected from I n . S is designed to form SA efficiently and also to preserve the important information of A. It can be found in [38, 56, 17] on how such an S can be formed. For frequent directions method, the construction of a sketch is discussed in subsection 2.3.
After forming the sketch B = SA ∈ R ×d , the next step is to construct the low-rank approximationÃ k . Let Π ξ B,k (A) ∈ R n×d denote the best rank-k approximation to A in the row space of B, with respect to the ξ norm (ξ = 2 or ξ =F). It has been proved [4, 5, 56] that
where V ∈ R d× satisfies V T V = I and its columns span the row space of B and [AV ] k denotes the best rank-k approximation of AV . So a typical routine [28, 56, 5 ] to establishÃ k is Algorithm 1 below.
Algorithm 1 Low-rank approximation
Input: A ∈ R n×d , rank parameter k, sketch size . Output:Ã k .
1: Form a sketch matrix B ∈ R ×d (for a randomized algorithm, B = SA); 2: Construct a d × matrix V whose columns form an orthonormal basis for the row space of B;
Here we can use the QR factorization B T = V R to construct V , while [AV ] k could be obtained by SVD computation on AV ∈ R n× . It requires O(d 2 ) time to construct V and O(nd + n 2 ) time to construct [AV ] k . Nevertheless, for frequent directions method, it produces V ∈ R d× during the process of constructing the sketch B ∈ R d× . So in comparison with a randomized algorithm, the construction time for V could be saved for FD which also applies to our algorithm SpFD. [10] , SpEmb has received great attention due to its efficient time complexity. It has been extensively used as a randomization technique to solve numerical linear algebraic (NLA) problems such as approximating leverage scores, least squares regression and p regression [10, 56, 43, 50] . In this section, we look at its application on low-rank approximation.
Sparse Subspace Embdding. Since its introduction by Clarkson and Woodruff
Define a sketch matrix S = φD ∈ R ×n , such that
×n is an × n binary matrix with φ h(i),i = 1 and remaining entries 0, where h : [n] → [ ] is a random map so that for each i ∈ [n], h(i) = γ for γ ∈ [ ] with probability 1 ; • D is an n × n diagonal matrix with each diagonal entry independently chosen to be ±1 with equal probability. S is called a SpEmb matrix, each column of S contains exactly one nonzero entry −1 or +1, with equal probability. Due to the structure of S, it only takes O(nnz(A)) to form the sketch SA [10, 56, 43] .
Following Algorithm 1 with a SpEmb matrix S ∈ R ×n , it can be shown that if = O(k 2 /(ε 2 δ)), then with probability at least 1 − δ,
We refer the reader to Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.1 in [56] for an explanation, and a detailed proof is enclosed in Appendix A.
2.3. Frequent Directions. Unlike randomized algorithms, frequent directions method approaches the matrix sketching problem from a different perspective. It is deterministic, space efficient and theoretically and experimentally more accurate. It was introduced by Liberty [35] and then later by Ghashami et al. [25] with a comprehensive analysis. The algorithm extends the idea of frequent items for item frequency approximation problem to a general matrix. Given an input matrix A ∈ R n×d and space parameter , at each iteration, it shrinks orthogonal vectors by the same amount and combines them with a new set of data for the next iteration, see Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Frequent directions (original) [35, 25] Input:
Insert A (i) into a zero value row of B, if B has no zero value rows then
In order to adopt the idea of frequent directions in our algorithm SpFD, we introduce a slightly different version in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Frequent directions
Append zero rows to A to ensure the number of rows in A is a multiple of ,
Algorithm 3 performs one more round of SVD computation and B update at the end when B contains zero rows. This is to maintain a sketch B of size × d and to acquire a matrix V whose columns form an orthonormal basis for the row space of B. Despite the difference, the same properties used to derive the error bound can be easily inherited from Algorithm 2.
Lemma 2.1. Given A ∈ R n×d and , let B be the output of Algorithm 3. Let
For the sake of completeness, we enclose a proof in Appendix B which follows closely from [25] . Based on the three properties, the following error bounds are then established according to the proof of Theorem 1.2 in [25] :
Note Π B k (A) is the rank k matrix from projecting A onto the row space of B k (defined similar as A k ), then
This is to say, it is possible to generate a better approximation using V instead of B k , this idea will also be used in our algorithm SpFD. Taking = k + k/ε,
At each iteration, it requires O(d 2 ) time to update B which mainly comes from the SVD computation of the old B. To obtain a sketch B ∈ R ×d given A ∈ R n×d , it requires n/ − 1 number of SVD computations, so the runing time is O(nd ). With = k + k/ε, the running time required to form a sketch B and V is O(ndk/ε).
Besides the original frequent directions, a few variations have been developed in recent years. Desai et al. extend the thought by keeping (without shrinking) the singular vectors corresponding to the top singular values (i.e., iSVD) or shrinking them by a smaller amount instead of δ i in each iteration [12] . According to their experimental results, these methods perform better than the original FD in most cases but extremely bad for some input matrices. Theoretical error bounds provided for these variations are weaker than the original FD. Another variation is proposed by Ghashami et al. in [24] . They introduce a lower bound on the number of nonzero entries used in each iteration which would improve the efficiency if the input data matrix is sparse. In addition, they adopt power method in each iteration to simulate the SVD computation. The expected running time they derive is O(nnz(A)(log(n/δ) + log(d)) + n ( + log(n/δ))), which implies even for highly sparse input matrices, the cost only reduces from FD's O(nd ) to O(n 2 ).
3. Sparse Frequent Directions. In order to achieve error bound (2.3), the sketch size for SpEmb is required to be O(k 2 /(ε 2 δ)); this requirement can be loosen up to = k + k/ε for FD. According to the experimental results in [35, 25] , FD is indeed more accurate than SpEmb for the same sketch size. However, FD's high level of accuracy comes with high computational cost.
Each iteration of FD requires O(d 2 ) running time to compute the SVD and there are n/ − 1 iterations. The main cost comes from the large number of iterations. Here note after the first iteration, the new B Figure 1 (upper panel). The goal is to ensure that the top k right singular vectors of A are preserved through every iteration. If the number of iterations is large, there is a higher risk of discarding useful information during the extraction via SVD with shrinking. Since each iteration is considered as an approximation step, to make this approximation more efficient, instead of bringing just rows from A to B 0 i each time, we bring more information of A to B 0 i in a compact way (squeeze more rows of A in the rows of B 0 i ). This could make each SVD computation more valuable and reduce the number of iterations which in a way lessens the approximation error. It obviously introduces a new type of approximation error as the information being analyzed in each iteration is no longer of A, but rather a sketch of A. Therefore, it requires balancing of the sketch error of compressing more information in rows and performing more SVD computations with shrinking error, i.e., balancing the error incurred in the sketching and the error incurred in FD. In this paper, we use sparse subspace embedding to perform the intermediate sketching. It is efficient and respects the possible sparsity of the input matrix. This process is illustrated in Figure 1 (middle panel). Now let's illustrate our algorithm in detail. Define
with each S i being a SpEmb matrix of dimension × α and α being integers within [1, n/ ]. Here we assume n is a multiple of α . If not, we can append zero rows to the end of A. Let P ∈ R n×n denote a random permutation matrix. For any e j (the jth column of I n ), P[P e j = e i ] = 1/n for i = 1, . . . , n. P is generated using randperm in MatLab. Then apply frequent directions to the intermediate sketch S · P · A ∈ R n α ×d to obtain B ∈ R ×d and the corresponding V ∈ R d× . Figure 1 (bottom panel) illustrates the process. SpFD is a combination of FD and SpEmb. Each SpEmb matrix S i maps α rows of P A to rows which form the lower part of B Next we are going to prove its accuracy. We first look at SP ∈ R n α ×n , and show that if n α satisfies certain lower bound, SP is a good sketching matrix. SP ∈ R n α ×n is in fact a variation of a SpEmb matrix. The difference is that SP does not allow more than α rows mapping to the same row.
Lemma 3.1. Let U be an n × k matrix with orthonormal columns (k < n). S ∈ R n α ×n is defined as (3.1)
with each S i ∈ R ×α (α ≥ 1) being a sparse subspace embedding matrix and
Algorithm 4 Sparse Frequent Directions
Input: A ∈ R n×d , space parameter , rank parameter k, randomization parameter α ≥ 1, Output: V ∈ R d× , B ∈ R ×d . 1: Apply random permutation on A and obtain P A. 2: Set B ← 0 2 ×d and B(1 : , :) = Sparse(P A(1 : α , :), ).
(Note: In the last step, we could return V and B instead of V (:, 1 : ) and B(1 : , :) in practice as V and B yield a better low-rank approximation. But for the theoretical proof and our experiments in section 4, we still follow Algorithm 4.) random permutation matrix, for any e j (the jth column of I n ), P[P e j = e i ] = 1/n for i = 1, . . . , n. Then with probability at least 1 − δ,
The proof for Lemma 3.1 is in Appendix C.
Remark 3.1. Recall the SpEmb matrix S defined in subsection 2.2. It requires the sketch size = O(k 2 /(ε 2 δ)) (independent of n, d) (Note that randomized algorithms are designed for high dimensional matrices in order to save the high computational cost as discussed in section 1. So the sketch size is presumed to be much smaller than the number of rows of the input matrix n, for it is pointless to work on a sketch that is larger than the original input matrix). In Lemma 3.1, the bound is n/α ≥ (k 2 + k)/(ε 2 δ), as n/α ≥ (α ≤ n/ ), this implies the bound here is easier to achieve and offers more choices on α.
SpFD is able to loosen up the bound as only an intermediate (larger) sketch SP A ∈ R n/α×d is required from SpEmb. SpFD consists of two types of approximation, from A to SP A is through SpEmb and from SP A to B is through FD. α ∈ [1, n/ ] controls the weightage of SpEmb and FD played in SpFD. The larger α takes, SpFD leans more towards SpEmb, then the size of the intermediate sketch SP A, n/α falls. When α = n/ , n/α reaches its minimum, then SP A ∈ R ×d , no FD is needed. The bound required on the size of S in Lemma 3.1 will be the same as for a SpEmb matrix and the result obtained from SpFD will be the same as discussed in subsection 2.2 for SpEmb.
After considering SP A, we move on to discuss the FD part in our algorithm. As we can see in Figure 1 , after obtaining SP A, the next step is applying FD on SP A to get B and V . The following properties are then directly inherited from those in subsection 2.3: let
With Lemma 3.1 and the properties listed above, we are ready to derive our main theorem. Theorem 3.2. Let S ∈ R n α ×n be the matrix defined in (3.1) with each S i ∈ R ×α being a sparse subspace embedding matrix and n α ≥ k 2 + k ε 2 δ , and P ∈ R n×n be a random permutation matrix, for any e j (the jth column of I n ), P[P e j = e i ] = 1/n for i = 1, . . . , n. Given A ∈ R n×d , let B ∈ R ×d and V ∈ R d× denote the output of Algorithm 4. For any k < , then with probability at least 1 − 3δ,
, with probability at least 1 − δ,
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let
be the singular value decompositions of A ∈ R n×d and B ∈ R ×d , respectively. The singular values are listed in a non-increasing order, ρ = rank(A) and ρ B = rank(B). We have
The inequality is by taking
n×k be a matrix whose columns are the left singular vectors of AV k . By Lemma 3.1, with probability at least 1 − δ, all singular values of SP U AV k are within [
Then we have with probability at least 1 − δ,
Conditioned on (3.5), then (3.4) continues
The second inequality is based on A k 
F , we use a bridge term SP AQ k 2 F . By Lemma 3.1, with probability at least 1 − δ, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
and
Together they imply with probability at least 1 − δ,
Conditioned on (3.5) and (3.7), (3.6) continues
The last inequality is by (Property 2). To bound ∆, we consider
where the first inequality is because A k 
The second equality is by the fact that
The first inequality is based on (3.7) and (Property 3).
For the last inequality,
holds with probability at least 1 − δ. To see this, first we write
where S j ∈ R ×α is the jth diagonal block of S defined in (3.1), a SpEmb matrix and S j = φ j D j ; (P w) j ∈ R α is the jth block of P w ∈ R n corresponding to
Apply Markov's inequality, we obtain with probability at least 1 − δ,
Combining (3.9) and (3.10),
Now we substitute (3.12) to (3.8) and apply union bound on (3.5), (3.7) and (3.11), we conclude that with probability at least 1 − 3δ,
By (2.1), we also have
After adjusting the constants, taking = O(k/(εδ)), then with probability at least 1 − δ,
Next, we analyze the running time of SpFD in Algorithm 4, compared with SpEmb in Algorithm 1 and FD in Algorithm 3. Here we look at the running time up to constructing the × d matrix V whose columns form an orthonormal basis for the row space of B. As the remaining procedures to obtainÃ k are the same for all three methods, see Algorithm 1.
• Sparse subspace embedding:
. In order to achieve error bound (2.3) with probability at least 1 − δ, it is required that = O(k 2 /(ε 2 δ)), then the running time becomes O(nnz(A) + dk 4 /(ε 4 δ 2 )).
Note that V is obtained through the SVD computation on B. The running time is O(nd ). To achieve error bound (2.4), take = k + k/ε, then the running time is O(ndk/ε).
• Sparse frequent directions:
-Apply S on PA and obtain SP A ∈ R n α ×d : O(nnz(A)),
V is also obtained through the SVD computation on B. The running time is O(nnz(A) + nd /α).
To achieve the error bound (3.3) with probability at least 1 − δ, take n/α = O(k 2 /(ε 2 δ)) and = O(k/(εδ)), then the running time is O(nnz(A) + dk 3 /(ε 3 δ 2 )).
From the above analysis, we can see that SpFD is able to obtain a slightly looser error bound (3.3) with less running time than both SpEmb and FD. Another point to note is that SpEmb requires the sketch size to be quadratic on the rank parameter k, while both FD and SpFD require to be linear on k, then with the same sketch size, they are considered more accurate than SpEmb.
Experimental Results.
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed SpFD algorithm by comparing it with four other commonly used algorithms on both synthetic and real datasets. All algorithms are implemented in MATLAB R2016a, and all experiments are conducted on a HP CentOS 6 Cluster with 2-way 2.67GHz Hexacore. The competing algorithms are:
• Random Sampling: We use norm sampling (NormSamp). The sketch is composed of rows chosen i.i.d. from the n rows of A and scaled properly. Each row in the sketch takes A (i) / √ p i with proba-
Norm sampling requires O(nd) time to form the probability distribution p i and construct the sketch [17] . For a detailed analysis and theoretical proof of this method the reader is referred to [16, 29, 17] .
• Random Projection: We use subsampled randomized Hadamard transform (SRHT). The sketch is formed as n/ RHDA ∈ R ×d with -R ∈ R ×n is a subset of rows from the I n , where the rows are chosen uniformly and without replacement; -H ∈ R n×n is a normalized Walsh-Hadamard matrix; -D ∈ R n×n is a random diagonal matrix whose entries are independently chosen to be ±1 with equal probability. The idea is to obtain an evenly distributed matrix HDA in terms of its row norm, then uniformly sample rows and scale them properly. The running time to construct the sketch n/ RHDA ∈ R ×d is O(nd log ). For a theoretical analysis of this method see [51, 57, 5] .
• Sparse subspace embedding (SpEmb): The construction of the sketch SA ∈ R ×d can be found in subsection 2.2 and the running time analysis in section 3. • Frequent directions (FD): The construction of B ∈ R ×d and V ∈ R d× can be found in subsection 2.3 and the running time analysis in section 3.
• Sparse frequent directions: The construction of B ∈ R ×d and V ∈ R d× is based on section 3. We employ three variations by choosing three different n/(α ) for comparison, see Figure 1 for an easy understanding:
-n/(α ) = 5 (SpFD5): For i = 1, . . . , 5, each S i ∈ R ×α combines (in SpEmb way) α = n/5 rows in P A to rows in each iteration for SVD computation. In other words, S ∈ R n α ×n consists of 5 diagonal blocks, sketching P A ∈ R n×d into 5 × d blocks, then perform FD. -n/(α ) = 10 (SpFD10): For i = 1, . . . , 10, each S i ∈ R ×α combines (in SpEmb way) α = n/10 rows in P A to rows in each iteration for SVD computation.
-n/(α ) = 50 (SpFD50): For i = 1, . . . , 50, each S i ∈ R ×α combines (in SpEmb way) α = n/50 rows in P A to rows in each iteration for SVD computation. After forming the sketch matrix B ∈ R ×d (and V ∈ R d× for FD and SpFD), we follow Algorithm 1 to obtain the low-rank approximationÃ k for each method. In the experiments, we use QR factorization to construct V for NormSamp, SRHT and SpEmb and SVD computation to obtain [AV ] k .
Synthetic Data. For the synthetic datasets, we follow the construction in [35, 25] . Each row of the generated input matrix A ∈ R n×d consists of k dimensional signal and d dimensional noise (k d). To put it in an accurate form, A = SDU + N/ζ. S ∈ R n×k is the signal coefficient matrix and
k×k is a diagonal matrix with D i,i = 1 − (i − 1)/m which gives linearly diminishing signal singular values. U ∈ R k×d is the signal row space matrix which contains a random k dimensional subspace in R d and U U T = I k . The matrix SDU is of exactly rank k and constitutes the signal we wish to recover. N ∈ R n×d contributes additive Gaussian noise N ij ∼ N (0, 1). According to [52] and as mentioned in [35, 25] , in order to be able to recover the signal, it is required that c 1 ≤ ζ ≤ c 2 d/k for constants c 1 and c 2 close to 1. In the experiments, we consider n = 10000 and d = 1000, k ∈ {10, 20, 50} (k = 10 as default value) and ζ ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20} (ζ = 10 as default value). We set the sketch size ∈ {k : 10 : 200}. For each synthetic dataset setting, we generate 3 matrices, for each of these matrices, we run each method for 5 times and the results are taken as the mean of all 15 repetitions for each dataset setting.
Real Data. We consider the six real-world datasets in Table 1 . For each dataset, we run 10 times for each method and the results are taken as the mean of the 10 repetitions.
Results. To measure the accuracy, we set the best rank-k approximation A k obtained through SVD computation on A as our benchmark. For each algorithm, we examine the following three measures:
• Relative error (F norm):
• Running time to constructÃ k in seconds. Figure 3 . The results for real datasets are displayed in Figure 4 and Figure 5 .
Regarding on the accuracy of the competing algorithms, the relative errors for all algorithms decline as the sketch size increases. Among them, NormSamp, SRHT and SpEmb achieve similar relative errors; our algorithm SpFD5, SpFD10 and SpFD50 achieve much more accurate results than the other randomized algorithms; and FD is the most accurate with respective to both F -norm and 2-norm in general. The accuracy level of SpFDX is close to that of FD.
Among SpFD5, SpFD10 and SpFD50, the ordering of their accuracy level cannot be determined precisely. SpFD5 contains larger error from SpEmb due to its smaller intermediate sketch size but less error from FD as the number of SVD computations is reduced. SpFD50 on the other hand, with larger error from FD as it requires a larger number of SVD computations but less error from the intermediate sketching. The accuracy Remark 4.1. Dataset amazon7-small is obtained from amazon7 which contains n = 1, 362, 109 data (number of rows) and d = 262, 144 features (number of columns). We pick the first 1500 rows from the original matrix and use the transpose. Dataset rcv1-small is obtained from rcv1-multiclass which contains n = 534, 135 data (number of rows) and d = 47, 236 features (number of columns). We pick the first 3000 rows from the original matrix and use the transpose.
level of each SpFDX depends on which error dominates. For some datasets, SpFDX achieves higher accuracy than FD. This suggests it is possible that integrating SpEmb into FD generates a better result than the original FD. From the running time perspective, all algorithms' running time shows a trend of inclining as the sketch size increases except for SRHT. SRHT spends most of time on constructing and computing the Hadamard transform HDA which is independent of the sketch size , so the running time remains relatively constant. FD increases linearly with respect to the sketch size in general as predicted by the asymptotic running time. NormSamp, SpEmb and SpFD5,10,50 are gradually increasing with the sketch size and they are far more efficient than SRHT and FD. Notice that all synthetic datasets are dense and real datasets are of some degree sparse, our algorithm SpFD is efficient for both.
A close-up view of running time for SpFD5, SpFD10, SpFD50, NormSamp and SpEmb on all datasets is displayed in Figure 6 . For synthetic datasets, as they are dense matrices, the running time increases smoothly with the sketch size. For real datasets, they are highly sparse and the mass may not be evenly distributed, the running time experiences some kink points. The overall trend is still inclining with the sketch size. For most datasets, SpFD5, SpFD10 and SpFD50 lie in between SpEmb and NormSamp. For NormSamp, it computes the probability distribution by calculating the norm square of each row which respects the sparsity of A. It is generally faster than projection methods like SpEmb, SpFDX as it does not require row combinations. By theoretical analysis, both SpEmb and SpFDX run in O(nnz(A) + d
2 ) time for X = n/(α ) = 5, 10, 50. As SpFDX requires more iterations of SVD computations, SpEmb is supposed to run faster than SpFDX, but the results show the opposite. This may be caused by the nnz(A) term derived from the sketching step. Compared to SpFDX, SpEmb requires more computations to combine n rows of A into a smaller sketch. It might also improve the efficiency for SpFDX as the rows of A are more evenly distributed in the sketch. Among SpFDX with different X, this nnz(A) analysis also applies, the larger X is, the less running time required for the SpEmb step. But when X = n/(α ) is large or n/α approaches n, despite the small effect of SpEmb, the number of SVD computations will be on the scale of n which dominates the overall running time which will make SpFD slow as FD. However, this is not possible by running Algorithm 4. Even if n/α = n, each SpEmb S i maps rows in A to rows in the intermediate sketch which will result in many zero rows, then perform FD, SpFDX still runs much faster than FD.
Conclusion.
In this paper, we have developed a novel randomized algorithm, Sparse frequent directions for low-rank approximation problems. It makes use of the natural block structure of FD and incoporates the idea of sparse subspace embedding in it. Thanks to the structure of a SpEmb matrix, it accelerates the relatively inefficient algorithm FD by a great amount. We have shown theoretically SpFD converges to the best low-rank approximation with less running time than FD and SpEmb and it achieves higher accuracy than SpEmb with the same sketch size. These points are also supported by our experimental results. As we can see from the experiments, SpFD works well for both F -norm and 2-norm approximation. But the error bound we provide is not as tight. The techniques used to derive SpFD's error bound still largely depend on the properties derived for FD, we may seek new ways to further exploit the well-defined structure of SpFD.
Appendix A. Sparse subspace embedding for low-rank approximation. Here we restate the lemma:
Lemma A.1. Let S ∈ R ×n be a SpEmb matrix with = O(k 2 /(ε 2 δ)). Given A ∈ R n×d , let A k the best rank k approximation of A, then with probability at least
be the SVD of A, singular values are listed in a non-increasing order and ρ = rank(A). Then
, by Theorem 2.6 of [56] , S is a (1 ± ε) 2 -subspace embedding for U k ∈ R n×k ; by Theorem 2.9 of [56] , S satisfies the Johnson-Lindenstrass (JL) moment property, each holds with probability at least 1 − δ, i.e., for any z ∈ R k and X, Y with n rows,
(JL moment property with ε = 1 3
By (A.1), we have with probability 1 − δ,
It implies both (SU k ) T ∈ R k× and (SU k ) † ∈ R k× are of full row rank with probability at least 1 − δ. Therefore, it is possible to find an invertible matrix B ∈ R k×k such that
Again since (SU k ) † is of full row rank, for any vector u ∈ R k , we can find a corresponding v ∈ R such that
By (A.3), we have
This implies with probability at least 1 − δ,
Hence with probability at least 1 − 2δ,
Adjusting the constants, we proved the lemma. 
then we have
To derive Property 2, for any unit vector x ∈ R d , first note
To derive Property 3, first note
and then apply Markov's inequality. Let X = U T (SP ) T SP U ∈ R k×k and x st denote the (s, t)th-entry of X. Let L i denote the set of integers from domain [( i − 1)α + 1, i α ] and the cardinality of L i is α . And note S ∈ R n/α×n can be expressed as
Then for 1 ≤ s, t ≤ k,
and its expectation:
The second equality is by the fact that E[d j1 d j2 ] = 1 if j 1 = j 2 and 0 otherwise; the third equality is because φ ij = 0 for j / ∈ L i and E[(P U ) js (P U ) jt ] = 1/n n j=1 U js U jt . Next, we are going to bound E U T (SP ) T SP U − I 2 F
. We have
Note that
0 otherwise, so we need to discuss E[φ ij1 φ ij2 φ i j 1 φ i j 2 ] and E[(P U ) j1s (P U ) j2t (P U ) j 1 s (P U ) j 2 t ] for each case:
1. j 1 = j 2 = j 1 = j 2 : Each column of φ has exactly one 1, φ 2. j 1 = j 2 = j 1 = j 2 : E[(P U ) js (P U ) jt (P U ) j s (P U ) j t ] = 1 n(n − 1) j =j U js U jt U j s U j t , 4. j 1 = j 2 = j 1 = j 2 : E[(P U ) js (P U ) j t (P U ) j s (P U ) jt ] = 1 n(n − 1) j =j U js U jt U j s U j t , Applying Markov's inequality, we obtain
By taking n α ≥ k 2 + k ε 2 δ , we conclude that P (SP U ) T (SP U ) − I 2 ≤ ε ≥ 1 − δ.
